Genedata Bioprocess®
Streamline Biopharmaceutical Development & CMC
Fully Integrated End-to-End Workflow Coverage
Genedata Bioprocess® supports the development of manufacturing processes for
biotherapeutics including developability & manufacturability assessment, cell line
development, upstream & downstream process development, and analytical & formulation
development.
Unique Holistic Approach
Within a single system, Genedata Bioprocess enables lineage tracking of candidates, cell
lines, samples and unit operations, together with process performance and analytical data,
enabling the systematic identification of Critical Process Parameters (CPPs) and Critical
Quality Attributes (CQAs).
Efficiency & Quality Gains
The platform simplifies and streamlines complex workflows and directly integrates with all
laboratory equipment and IT systems. This ensures data integrity and dramatically improves
the quality of results.
Open and Scalable Enterprise Platform
The system is an open, scalable, off-the-shelf platform that is designed to support hundreds
of users working in a cross-department and division-of-labor environment, with usage
ranging from a single group to large, global, multi-site installations.
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Genedata Bioprocess systematically
analyzes the properties of a drug
candidate coming out of research that
will affect molecule robustness on
a biophysical and biochemical level,
including tests of stability, degradation,
viscosity, solubility, glycosylation
characterization, and immunogenicity.
This is of critical importance for making
an informed decision on the developability
risk profile of a drug candidate.

The system streamlines the generation
and assessment of mammalian cell lines,
making the development of production
cell lines more cost-efficient.

Genedata Bioprocess tracks bioreactor
production runs, harvested batches, and
process and analytical data, and includes
capabilities for serial sub-cultivation
workflows in both clone stability
assessment and seed train expansion.

The system assesses all critical quality
attributes to identify potential problems,
including aggregation, formulation
instability, and reduced pharmacological
activity, resulting in a developability risk
scoring matrix that provides the basis for
the selection of cell lines, as well as USP
and DSP parameters.

The system allows for systematic
integration and interpretation of all
relevant information, such as productivity
and quality data, throughout the entire
process. It is designed to also enable
ultra-high throughput, fully automated
cell line selection processes.

Genedata Bioprocess improves efficiency
by facilitating the entire clone selection
process – from initial transfection of
the host cell line all the way to clone
assessment and cell banking of the final
production cell line.

The system enables systematic screening
for best-producer cell lines and optimized
process parameters, monitors upscaling campaigns, and assesses clone
stability. It enables an integrated,
parallel assessment of large panels of
bioreactor experiments based on multiparameter decision criteria from both
online and offline data, and analyzes
growth characteristics, such as specific
productivity (Qp) and integrated viable cell
density (IVCD).

Hit selection table to identify best performing mammalian cell lines in 384 micro-titer plate format, including time-resolved confluence data,
image data, such as colony shapes to assess monoclonality, titer measurements (here: Octet data), and other relevant read-outs. Built-in
tools allow an integrated hit selection based on multiple parameters identifying the best candidates for manufacturing cell lines.
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Genedata Bioprocess improves efficiency
of downstream process development
by providing a fully-integrated tracking
infrastructure for all DSP samples and
related process, analytical data, and
protocols.

Genedata Bioprocess has been
designed to improve the effectiveness of
formulation development by capturing
and analyzing all formulation data.
The system directly integrates with
laboratory equipment and enables
automatic processing and structuring of
physico-chemical characterization data.
It monitors the molecule’s Critical Quality
Attributes (CQAs) and puts them into the
context of the sample’s production and
formulation history to identify the optimal
combination of formulation parameters.

Genedata Bioprocess enables a fully
integrated approach to the analytical
characterization of samples across
the full large-molecule development
workflow. All data is centrally captured,
managed, analyzed, and made accessible
to all involved parties along the process.
The analytical data can be correlated with
experiment and process details, such as
media and raw materials, unit operations,
cell lines, molecules, or expression
constructs. Automatically generated
Certificates of Analysis (CoA) facilitate
the sample handovers between different
groups.

The system allows users to systematically
assess the impact of process parameters
on product quality attributes, as measured
by various analytical technologies, such
as MS, SEC, and SPR. It facilitates an
integrated, parallel assessment of panels
of downstream unit operations, based
on multi-parameter decision criteria, to
optimize downstream processes.
Decision-making is supported by simple
and intuitive data visualization tools.

Genedata Bioprocess enables
standardization, miniaturization, and full
automatization of formulation screens,
which increases throughput and quality
and thereby dramatically reduces costs
and timelines.

With its process-centric approach to
analytics data management, Genedata
Bioprocess improves efficiency and
quality in process development.

Integrated analysis of online and offline data from 48 parallel bioreactor fermentation runs (here: Ambr® micro-bioreactors), to investigate
the growth behavior of a panel of 48 different mammalian cell lines with respect to pH, product titer, viability, and other data relevant to assess the cell line’s performance.

Works Out of the Box

Seamless Integration

Genedata Bioprocess is an enterprise software
platform based on a scalable architecture that has
been designed for processing, storing, querying,
and visualizing large volumes of complex data.
The intuitive user interface allows flexible and
interactive data registration, analysis, and reporting.

As an open system, Genedata Bioprocess provides
a rich set of public interfaces (APIs) for seamless
integration with existing laboratory and corporate
IT infrastructures. Dedicated instrument adapters
enable the automated, two-way integration with
liquid handling robots, colony pickers, or assay data
readers.

The system can be configured to support corporate
specific variants of bioprocess development
workflows. It can be used to develop manufacturing
processes for both antibodies (IgGs, novel formats,
ADCs) and therapeutic proteins (e.g., engineered
FVIII variants, and fusion proteins). Genedata
Bioprocess has been co-developed with major
biopharmaceutical companies over the past five
years.

The system supports fully automated and barcoded
processes, eliminating laborious and error-prone
manual data handling. Transparent and flexible
IT interfaces (e.g., RESTful web services) allow
for straightforward integration with corporate IT
systems such as LIMS or lab notebooks.

Services and Support

Experienced Partner

Genedata offers a broad range of services and
support, from installation, configuration, and
customization, to global deployment and roll-out
projects, training, and workflow and IT consulting
services – all tailored to the specific needs of your
organization. Our consulting team of highly skilled
professionals with extensive domain knowledge
in biologics R&D and software technology, brings
specialized know-how and experience to your
organization.

With over 20 years of experience in biopharma R&D
technologies and collaboration with top global
biopharmaceutical companies, Genedata is the ideal
partner for advancing your biologics R&D operations.
Genedata continues to invest and expand the
Genedata Bioprocess platform to meet emerging new
requirements and enable our partners to bring better
medicines to the market faster.

Genedata Bioprocess® is part of the Genedata portfolio of advanced software solutions that
serve the evolving needs of drug discovery, industrial biotechnology, and other life sciences.
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